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CNC Overview May 7, 2022

Presented by Larry Donham

Part One – CNC Overview

1.   What is CNC?  Computer Numeric Control (CNC)  All CNC machines use a coordinate system to 
position the cutting tool.  For a 3 axis machine there is an X, (left and right) Y (front to back)and Z 
(cutting tool up and down) coordinates.  Some professional machines have up to 6 axis.  Most smaller 
machines have 3 axis.

2.  What are CNC machines categorized as:  Hobby and Professional

a.  Hobby machines are the category this presentation will concentrate on.  There are many 
hobby level machines.

1.  Carbide3d (Shapeoko)  https://carbide3d.com

Machines run from $1700-5400

2.  Inventables (Xcarve)  https://www.inventables.com/

Machines run from $2000-10,000

3.  OneInfinity  https://www.onefinitycnc.com/

Machines run from $2000-5000

4.  Sainsmart Genmitsu 3018   https://www.amazon.com

Machines run from $300-500

5.  Shark  https://www.nextwavecnc.com/

Machines run from $2000-5000

6.  Many Many more too numerous to list

b.  Professional

1.  Laguna  https://quote.lagunatools.com

2.  Shotbot  https://www.shopbottools.com

3.  Avid  https://www.avidcnc.com/

4.  Many Many more too numerous to list
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3.  Software is required to design and then cut projects.  There are a lot of Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) softwares.  This presentation will concentrate on 
software that is oriented to woodworking.  There are a lot of free open source applications and many 
more paid options.

a.  Carbide Create and Carbide Motion.  This is free software from Carbide3d that is free for 
download.  These programs install locally on you PC and/or MAC.  Most of the hobby level software 
also have a paid option for a higher level of function and is a paid add on.  The Carbide Create has a 
Pro subscription.  This software was developed primarily for C3D machines but also makes generic 
gcode and GBRL output for use with other brands.  Carbide Motion sends your files to the machine.

b.  Easel.  This is free software from Inventables for the Xcarve machines.  Easel is a cloud 
based software.  Easel also has an additional level subscription that has more advanced features.  As 
with C3D’s software you can use this for other brands of machines.

c.  Vetric.  Vetric software is a British software company that is aimed at woodworkers.  There 
are multiple levels of the product such as Cut2d, Cut2d Pro, Vetric Desktop, Vetric Pro, Aspire.

Aspire:  $1995

Vcarve Pro:  $699

Vcarve Desktop:  $349

Cut2d Pro:  $449

Cut2d:  $149

Cut3d:  $299

PhotoVcarve:  $149

All Vetric Software can be upgraded to the next level for the difference between the purchase price and 
the new product you want.  The prices are for the current version and updates for that version.  There is 
an upgrade fee to move to a new version.  Vetric has a lot of post processors for various brands of 
CNC.

d.  Carveco.  This software is oriented to woodworking and costs as of March 12, 2022:

Maker:  $15 Monthly, $180 Per year

Maker+:  $50 Monthly, $600 Per Year, $1200 Perpetual License

Carveco:  $250 Monthly, $3000 Per Year, $7995 Perpetual License

As with other software they have a lot of post processors for many brands of machines.
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e.  Fusion 360.  This has a free version which is limited and is a high level CAD/CAM software.
It is useful for woodworking but is a professional level application that is a parametric design tool and 
manufacturing tool.  This is a cloud based application.  Fusion 360 has a lot of post processors for 
various brands and models of CNC machines.

$60 Monthly

$495 Yearly

$1410 3 Year

f.  There are literally hunderds of CAD/CAM software packages but the above are some of the 
most popular for woodworking.

4.  Tools:  Computer, Digital Calipers, Router Bits, Dust Extraction, Wood, Sanding, Finishing.  This is 
just the tip of the iceberg.  Typically you will need 5-20 Router bits.  The Dust Extraction can be a shop
vac but a dedicated dust extractor is better.  As with all things with woodworking they start with 
material.  The CNC can cut wood, aluminum, brass, carbon fiber, and many man made materials like 
PVC and synthetic materials.  Mild Steel can be cut but is very hard to get good results.  Sheet metal 
can be cut if it is thin.  The CNC woodworking is still woodworking and you need to sand and finish 
like any other woodworking project.  As with any woodworking you can poor boy your operation or 
spend an unlimited amount on tools, materials and software.  Many of your existing tools are needed to 
feed the CNC like a table saw, bandsaw,  thickness planers and regular hand tools.

5.  Time:  There is a steep learning curve.  It is definitely going to stretch your mind and will require 
time and energy to master the craft.

6.  Education:  Many of the machine manufacturers have free training on their websites.  The software 
makers also have many free training videos available.  Youtube.com has thousands of videos available 
about cnc routing.  Whatever education you want will take considerable time and then application.  The
advantage of being a traditional woodworker is many of your skills transfer over.

7.  So this is a very brief overview of CNC machines, software and tools needed.  Now lets see a 
practical application of a CNC router.  I will demonstrate using the Carbide Create software to design a 
vcarve, execute the cutting, then finishing the project.  Do not worry if you don’t get all the details 
during the demonstration the output will be very familiar to you.
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Part Two – Creating a CAD/CAM File and Cutting the Toolpaths

1.  I will download an image from the internet.  I will then convert the pixel drawing to a Scaleable 
Vector Graphic (SVG).  I will import it into Carbide Create and create tool paths.  Then I will save the 
tool paths and then load the tool paths called gcode into the Shapeoko 3 XXL and carve the project.  I 
will then demonstrate painting and finishing the project.

2.  Download an image from google.com.  Search google for an image that you would want to carve. 
Then using a free open source application called Inkscape I will convert the pixel (jpg, gif, png) to an 
SVG.  There are millions of images available.  Many of them are copyrighted.  If you are going to sell 
the images you need to get permission.  If the images are for personal use or as gifts that are not sold 
this is a gray area called Fair Use.  It is doubtful that a gift to a family member would ever cause a 
copyright issue but just remember you have been warned.  You can buy many copyrighted images from
sites such as etsy.com or ebay.com and many others.  However etsy and ebay have many images that 
are stolen to begin with and buying it does not exempt you from copyright infringement.

a.  Find a suitable image.  In this case I searched for a line drawing.  Busy images do not carve 
well.  You can use other programs to make photos into gray scale and then use online tools to make 
them suitable for CNC use.  The site cutrocket.com is a Carbide3d site with ready made projects to cut 
on a CNC and they have a half tone generator.    Checkout cutrocket.com.
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b.  Save the image you want.  If it is a jpg, gif, png or other pixel image you will need to convert
it to a SVG (Scaleable Vector Graphic).  An SVG is different from pixel images.  The SVG can be 
scaled up or down and keep its relative dimensions.  A pixel image like a jpg if you increase or 
decrease the size the pixels do not scale and becomes unusable for our purposes.

c.  There is an open source application called Inkscape.  The application is free to download and use.  
The application is an advanced graphics program.  There are many tutorials on youtube.com on how to 
use Inkscape.  For our purposes I will simply open the pixel image, trace the bit map, and save it an an 
SVG.
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3.  I will open Carbide Create and create a project.  You first define your material sizes.  Then import 
the SVG and then make a tool path and save that tool path as gcode.  Gcode is a language that the CNC
machine can understand.  The gcode is simple text that has a particular format that the CNC can 
understand and turn into the movements of the router to carve a picture.

a.  I imported the SVG of Tinkerbell and sized her to fit in an 8” x 10” material size.  I centered 
her and selected her and created a toolpath.  The first tool path I created was a simple vcarve with a 60 
degree Vee bit.  Below is the preview of the toolpath.  I thought it looked a little thin so I modified the 
image to make a better carve.  
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b.  I used an offset tool to create a different image.  Different CAD programs have different 
features.  In Carbide Create the offset tool is very handy.  Here is a preview of my offsetting the image 
by .25” on the outside.  I then created an Advanced Vcarving path.  Advanced vcarving path is different
from a simple vcarve.  A simple vcarve simply follows the lines and carves as deep as it takes to 
connect the lines.  An Advanced Vcarve is different.  The carving depth is limited and the area that is 
flat is pocketed out with a flat endmill.  Then a Vee bit is used to go around the cut the V shape around 
the outside.  Here is the simulation of the image with an offset and an Advanced Vcarve toolpath.

   

c.  The simulation shows the silver color is the surface of the material.  The darker gray are the 
parts that will be carved out.  In this particular file I limited the depth to 0.15”.  Both the end mill 
which is an 1/8” and the 60 degree Vee bit will only cut 0.15” deep.
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4.  Here is a picture of my Carbide3d Shapeoko 3 XXL machine.  This machine has a cutting area of 
32” x 32” and about 5” height.  This machine has optional accessories including:

HDZ – Heavy Duty Z axis which is a ball screw driven with linear rails and bearings

Custom spoil board with threaded inserts spaced at 2”

The router is a Dewalt 611.  

BitRunner – This accessory starts and stops the router automatically controlled by gcode.

BitSetter – This accessory sets the zero on the z using multiple bits

BitZero – This accessory sets the initial Z zero for a job.

Custom table with torsion box on top to support the machine.
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5.  Here is a picture of the material set up on the Shapeoko 3 XXL machine ready for cutting.  The 
estimated time to carve this is 99 minutes. However it will take more like 2 hours with setup and bit 
changing.

a.  This is clamped on my spoilboard on a Shapeoko 3 XXL model.  I made the cam clamps and 
the L shaped bracket.  I started with a piece of plywood but during carving the plywood split off and 
became unusable.  I stopped the carve and got a piece of Red Gum.  The board was bowed so I surfaced
off both sides of the board on the Shapeoko with a 1” surfacing bit.  
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b.  Here is a picture of the project when the 1/8” end mill was through cutting the flat parts of 
the design.  
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c.  Here is a picture of the carving before finishing.  I used the L bracket shown earlier to locate 
the material and then used painters tape and super glue to hold the material down.  This is a very good 
method for holding down material.  You simply peel up the material and remove the masking tape.  
There is a base layer on the spoilboard of masking tape.  Then you apply masking tape to the back of 
the project.  Apply super glue and stick.  I then removed the L bracket to surface the bowed material.  I 
surfaced the first side with the crown up.  Then I put the L bracket back on and then secured the 
material.  I then surfaced the second side in preparation for carving.  Vee Carvings are very sensitive to 
a surface that is not flat.  
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6.  Here is a sample of the gcode.  This is only a partial capture of the files because it is 51,251 lines 
long.

(Design File: 
C..Users.Guy.Donham.Desktop.cnc.router.Projects.Templates.tinkerbell.wwetx.tinkerbell.wwetx.c2d)
(stockMin:-4.000in, -5.000in, -0.750in)
(stockMax:4.000in, 5.000in, 0.000in)
(STOCK/BLOCK,8.000, 10.000, 0.750,4.000, 5.000, 0.750)
G90
G20
(Move to safe Z to avoid workholding)
G53G0Z-0.197
(tinkerbell.adv.vcarve.102.302.-.Pocket)
M05
(TOOL/MILL,0.125, 0.000, 0.000, 0.00)
M6T102
M03S18000
(PREPOSITION FOR RAPID PLUNGE)
G0X-1.7353Y1.7467
Z0.1181
G1Z-0.0300F15.0
X-1.7635Y1.7656F45.0
X-1.7891Y1.7797
X-1.8041Y1.7864
X-1.7868Y1.8000
X-1.7791Y1.8074
X-1.7683Y1.8201
X-1.7558Y1.8395
X-1.7464Y1.8608
X-1.7016Y1.7744
X-1.6408Y1.6539
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Part Three – Finishing

1.  I will sand the surface 180-240 grit paper to knock off any fuzzies created during the milling 
process.  I usually use a stiff nylon brush to clean up any small fibers left behind and then vacuum the 
surface to remove any dust before painting.

2.  This process is just like any other woodworking project.  One difference is I will paint the carved 
out lines with black acrylic paint.  Then I will sand off the excess leaving the carved part black and 
surface the wood grain.  To keep the acrylic paint from soaking into the grain of the carve I will seal it 
with dewaxed shellac.  You can buy it but there are two types.  One type is not dewaxed and can cause 
adhesion issues with finishes.

The Universal Sanding Sealer is the dewaxed type.

This is the same shellac but in not dewaxed.

There are other brands and types of sanding sealers like Lacquer sanding sealer.  In the end all the 
sealer will be sanded off so use what ever you want.  You just don’t want the straws in the wood to soak
up paint and ruin your project.  
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3.  Here is a picture of the project coated with dewaxed shellac.

I used a glue brush to fill in the details of the carving.  Then I used a rag to coat the entire project.
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4.  There are many ways to paint the project.  You can use a brush or use an airbrush.  A good paint 
brush can work very well for small projects.  If you project is larger then an airbrush works well.  The 
paint brush is easy to clean up because acrylic paint is water based.  The Airbrush gives you much more
control but takes much longer to clean up.  Plus if you use multiple colors you have to clean up 
between colors.  On this project I will use a ¼” brush.  You don’t have to be too careful because you 
will be sanding off the excess.  You want to make sure you get the entire carved area painted including 
the vertical sides of the carved part.  So before you put up  your brush be sure to look at the project 
from multiple angles.  If you missed some it is easy to go back and touch up but you have to go through
the cleaning process again.
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5.  Here is the project after sanding with 80 and 120 grit sand paper using a random orbit 5” sander.  On
some delicate projects it can sand away detail especially on plywood projects.  Be careful not to be too 
aggressive.  80 grit paper can sand away a lot of material before you know what happened.
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6.  To finish the project I used Minwax spray on satin polyurethane.  I used a small turntable to get 
access to every angle for spraying.  Also used are the painters pyramids to hold the project up.  I spray 
the back side first and edges.  I then flip the project and spray the top side.  I used a large cardboard box
to contain the over spray.  I put two coats on.  I will install a hanger on the back to this can be 
displayed.
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7.  Here is the finished project ready to display.
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